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Abstract: Emerging information technology such as Internet of Things (IoT) has been continuously
applied and deepened in the field of education, and the learning analytics technology based on chil-
dren’s games is gradually moving toward practical application research, but there are few empirical
studies on the micro level of emerging information technology and learning analytics methods in
the evaluation of young children’s learning process and learning effects. As the research content, the
study examines preschool children’s analogical reasoning abilities, reflecting their thinking levels
and processing abilities. Using a decision tree model in learning analytics, the process data and result
data of children’s analogical reasoning games based on Internet of Things technology are analyzed,
and the classification model of preschool children’s analogical reasoning is constructed. The study
found that the learning analysis of analogical reasoning based on games mediated by IoT technology
is feasible and effective.

Keywords: game-based assessment; analogical reasoning; Internet of Things; learning analytics;
preschool children

1. Introduction

The issue of sustainable development is widely recognized as a pressing one in modern
society [1], and early education is increasingly being recognized as an important component of
sustainable education. It is particularly important for quality education and parenting during
early childhood development [2], when quality education can provide effective support for
early childhood development. As a result of new educational technologies and methods, there
are more opportunities for supporting sustainable early childhood development.

Emerging technologies such as the Internet of Things and artificial intelligence are
gradually applied in the fields of education management and teaching within the context of
education informatization, and emerging technologies have provided substantial support
for the expansion of learning and assessment methods. The combination of information
technology and education has not only altered the educational landscape, but also the meth-
ods of teaching and learning [3], and it offers numerous opportunities for the growth of
learning analytics [4]. The prevalent tendency in schools for learning analytics and applica-
tions is to promote the full integration of IT and education. However, the majority of earlier
research has focused on online courses, specialized web-based courses, and well-known
learning content management systems [5], with relatively little research on offline learning,
particularly for young children. On the one hand, the learning styles and environments of
young children are vastly different from those of university students and elementary and
secondary school students. The learning of young children emphasizes interaction with the
real world, with play as the primary activity, and is informal learning. On the other hand,
the application of emerging information technology in the field of preschool education is
still concentrated at the level of conceptual conception and educational management, and
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empirical research at the micro level, such as the process and effect evaluation of young
children’s learning, is lacking.

In recent years, the development of IoT technology and its application research in
education has made it possible to evaluate the learning process and learning outcomes of
young children, both to ensure children’s interaction with the real world and to collect and
record data on the process and outcomes of children’s learning in play, providing dynamic
and diverse data to conduct learning analysis of preschool children. Learning analytics is a
multidisciplinary method that incorporates data processing, enhanced learning techniques,
educational data mining, and data visualization. The goal of learning analytics is to match
educational challenges to an individual’s needs and skills by offering interventions such as
feedback and learning content that can provide direction for enhancing the learning process
and predicting learning outcomes [6–8]. Consequently, technology may be employed
merely as a recording tool instead of as a constructive augmentation for assessment-
based learning [9]. Consequently, with the help of IoT technology and learning analytics,
the process and outcome data of preschool children’s learning in play can be effectively
recorded and analyzed to provide powerful support for teachers’ education and teaching
as well as children’s further learning and development, which is also the proper method
for achieving educational informatization in preschool education.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Study of Learning Analytics Applied to Micro Learning Processes

Learning analytics has shifted from theoretical research such as principle exploration
to practical application research such as learning behavior analysis and learning prediction
based on educational big data, focusing on the practical application value of data models
and exploring the teaching and learning evaluation and learning outcome prediction behind
the data [10,11]. The issues of learning behavior diagnosis and intelligent monitoring of
the learning process are among the research directions of learning analytics and data
mining, and it is crucial to analyze the process of learning occurrence [10]. Currently,
learning analytics is mainly applied in online or blended learning environments to predict
or warn students’ academic performance with secondary school and university students as
research objects [12–15], to explore students’ online learning motivation or self-regulation
characteristics [16–18]. Overall, with the development of online learning spaces, empirical
studies of learning analysis based on actual courses and teaching using technologies
such as intelligent recording systems, IoT sensing technologies, and online learning and
management platforms have gradually increased, but there is insufficient analysis of
individual learning characteristics and behavioral analysis [19], and there is still a lack
of micro-level teaching and learning that can be facilitated. In particular, in the field of
preschool education, research on digital game-based learning based on online platforms
and resources is beginning to emerge, but research on real game-based learning analysis
based on the application of IoT technology is rare.

2.2. Research on the Application of Information Technology in Game-Based Learning and
Assessment for Preschool Children

There is a deeper integration and development of artificial intelligence technology and
learning analysis [20], and in the era of artificial intelligence, educational assessment should
integrate learning and diagnostic aspects, record learning process data and assessment
process data through technology, focus on the formative nature of assessment, compute,
model and visualize various behaviors of children, and achieve dynamic, developmental
and comprehensible assessment. On the one hand, it assesses students’ level of proficiency,
and on the other hand, it supports further learning and reflection of individuals through
appropriate forms of feedback [21]. With the dissatisfaction with traditional standardized
tests and the increasing penetration of information technology in the field of education,
game-based learning and assessment has received increasing attention [22]. Game-based
assessment can examine children’s learning and development in an ecological context. The
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results of game-based assessment can vividly describe children’s relevant strengths and
weaknesses [23], have good ecological validity, flexibility, and can motivate children [24],
and the process of game-based assessment is also the process of children learning through
play. There are currently learning analyses of students’ behavioral trajectories and learning
behaviors based on the process of educational games in the field of primary and secondary
schools, exploring the performance of students at different academic levels in educational
games and the impact of behavioral patterns in educational games on academic perfor-
mance [25,26].

Learning basic concepts in early childhood education can be used to improve children’s
early literacy education, reading skills, writing and math skills through play [27]. Learning
analytics and game-based learning and assessment can encourage the creation of more
effective educational games that also help to maximize the learning process [28]. Learning
media and collaborative learning models in basic education can be used in early education
through the use of platforms such as desktop computers, laptops, and tablets. Young
children can receive a boost in knowledge and skill improvement through the use of
new technologies [29]. Research has found that children aged 2–5 spend a lot of time
on technology such as tablets or smartphones [30,31], because technology on tablets or
smartphones that use multimodal functions (e.g., auditory, visual, and touch) are very
accessible to young children through swiping, dragging, and tapping [32]. Tablets or smart
phones provide learning and exploration using touch-based digital tools that keep children
interested [33,34]. The latest technology provides learning experiences that give children
the opportunity to gain more knowledge and fun from playing games on tablets or smart
phones [35].

It should be noted that with learning and evaluation based on digital games, children
are mainly in contact with a screen, and cannot really touch and manipulate objects; with
the emergence of information technology such as the Internet of Things and educational
applications, the integration of Internet of Things technology in game-based learning and
evaluation ensures children’s physical interaction with games, in line with the cognitive
development characteristics of children. These technologies are also are able to provide
more detailed and efficient data information, enabling automated data collection and
transmission. In the current research, early childhood games based on digital games
or IoT technology focus on learning results, ignoring the analysis and evaluation of the
learning process, and the data types are more diverse in the evaluation based on games,
and data mining technology provides the conditions for data processing and analysis.
With the development of data analysis technology, more processes and fragmented and
personalized data can be analyzed and mined as variables in certain statistical models.
Currently, educational data mining has a wide range of applications in classroom teaching
behavior analysis and online learning analysis [36–38]. Educational data mining techniques
such as decision trees and association rules provide support for analytical methods for
game-based learning and evaluation.

Analogical reasoning is a central mechanism of human learning [39], essential for
the acquisition and integration of new knowledge and skills [40], and essential for other
higher-order cognitive tasks such as concept shifting, scientific learning, creative thinking,
problem solving, assessment, and decision making [41–43]. Analogical reasoning embodies
important process abilities and levels of thinking in children, and it is important to analyze
the processes and performance of learning in analogical reasoning games in young chil-
dren. An analysis of the relevant literature reveals that few empirical studies have been
conducted on the application of learning analytics and emerging information technologies
to preschool children’s learning and developmental assessment, and that the application
of IoT technology can automate the recording and transmission of data, and also provide
technical support for the recording and immediate feedback of children’s learning and play
processes. Currently, empirical research on the application of IoT technology to preschool
children’s education, teaching, learning and development evaluation is urgently needed to
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meet the trend of education modernization, support children’s learning and development,
and achieve the purpose of sustainable development education.

The research team previously classified young children’s analogical reasoning levels
according to their cognitive attribute mastery characteristics [44], and classified young
children’s analogical reasoning ability into four levels, which are described in Section 3.
Previous standardized tests of analogical reasoning are summative evaluations, and the
evaluation process lacks feedback and is based mainly on children’s operational results,
and the evaluation data are analyzed mainly through classical test theory and item response
theory. In this paper, based on the existing research, we construct and validate a game-
based analysis and evaluation of preschool children’s analogical reasoning learning through
learning analysis methods based on IoT technology. The process of analogical reasoning
learning for young children is also the process of evaluation, and the game process provides
automated feedback for children, who can make their own adjustments according to the
prompts. The learning analytics approach incorporates data on the play process and
outcome data of young children’s analogical reasoning into a classification prediction
model to explore effective models based on learning analytics that can evaluate and support
young children’s learning and development in everyday play and learning. The following
components make up this research question.

1. In what ways is IoT technology able to contribute to the design of analogical reasoning
play materials that collect and transmit data automatically?

2. What analogical reasoning game process data and outcome data can be incorporated
into classification prediction models?

3. What is the accuracy of classifying children’s analogical reasoning skills based on the
outcome data and the process data of analogical reasoning games?

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Instruments for Research

The previous study analogical reasoning standardized test instrument and game
materials were adapted from Siegler and Svetina and Stevenson et al.’s animal figure matrix
task [45,46], a classical analogical reasoning task. The analogical reasoning task selected
were familiar animal figures of horses and elephants for children, and the animal figures
had four dimensions of variation in size, color (red, yellow, and blue), orientation (toward
the left, toward the right), and species, consistent with the dimensions of variation in
Sigler’s study, for a total of 24 animal figures. Considering manipulation and fun, the study
made the 24 animal graphics cards as a set of 4 dice, which were squares with 4.5 cm sides,
with 6 animal graphics on each die, for a total of 24 different animal graphics. Each side
of the dice was different, with more variations making it more interesting, which is very
suitable as a learning material for young children.

In a game-based analogical reasoning assessment, the specific analogical reasoning
items vary from child to child, and the number of tasks completed varies from child to child,
whereas in a standardized analogical reasoning test, the number of analogical reasoning
tasks to be completed is the same for each child (4 practice tasks and 20 formal tasks).
Current analogical reasoning tests are presented in both verbal and non-verbal (graphics
and pictures) forms, with the verbal form requiring a higher level of prior knowledge
and reading skills, and the graphics and pictures being more appropriate for younger
children. The animal figures used in this study are horses and elephants, which are
familiar to children, and are also non-literal, which excludes cultural restrictions and has a
strong suitability.

The analogical reasoning game adopts the “analogical reasoning operation box” with
automatic feedback function. Sixteen animal graphics dice are needed, and every four
different dice are one group, with four groups in total. Each set of dice corresponds to the
four compartments of the analogical reasoning box (from left to right, compartments 1, 2, 3
and 4). The subject can choose any one die from the four dice, then choose any side to put
in the No. 1 grid, and then choose any one animal from the four dice corresponding to the
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No. 2 grid as the friend of the animal in the first grid. The first two animals are a pair of
good friends; the subject then selects an animal according to the same procedure, and helps
the third animal find a friend according to the relationship between the first two animals,
as shown in Figure 1. If the subject finds the right friend, the bottom of the fourth grid
lights up green; if they find the wrong friend, it lights up red. The children can adjust their
approach according to the results of feedback for testing. The analogical reasoning game
time is not limited; children can decide independently. Most children’s game time was
about 25–30 min, including becoming familiar with the materials and explaining the rules of
the game and operating procedures for about 5 min. In order to better stimulate children’s
interest and participation enthusiasm, the game adds a reward mechanism: children can
obtain corresponding stickers every time they find the right friend, and a certain number
of stickers can be exchanged for animal models. Both the analogical reasoning game
and the pre-study standardized test were administered by doctoral students who were
systematically trained in preschool education.

Figure 1. Analogical reasoning game box.

3.2. IoT-Enabled Automatic Capture and Transmission of Game Data

The study uses optical image recognition technology in the Internet of Things tech-
nology to identify analogical inference materials. Optical identify (abbreviated as OID)
optical image recognition technology is an implementation of the Internet of Things. Each
OID invisible code is encoded with a graphic consisting of many subtle dots according
to specific rules and corresponding to a specific set of values, and the OID invisible code
can be hidden under the color of the printed material. Thus, each face of the analogical
inference dice is labeled with an invisible code to identify the corresponding animal graph-
ics. To identify and transmit the data, the study designed the analogical reasoning box
in which the dice were placed. The box had four compartments in the upper part of the
box, and the bottom of the box was hidden with components such as sensors, batteries
and microcomputers. Each compartment had a point-and-shoot-like reading head (Sonix II
technology) at the front and bottom left, which recognized and read the topmost graphic
element of the animal graphic dice through a set arithmetic program, and then converted
the light signal into an electrical signal through a sensor and transmitted it to the computer.

The black box recognized the information of the dice, in which the data were recorded
and stored and transmitted by an intelligent robot (there was a screen on the head of the
robot, and the data could be displayed on the screen, so that the researcher or the teacher
could see the situation of the children’s game data record instantly). In order to avoid
attracting the children’s interest and influencing their analogical reasoning games, the robot
was not introduced much during the game, but only explained that the robot “beiya” was
playing with us. The process from children’s play to data recording and transmission was
completed simultaneously, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Analogy game data collection and transmission process.

3.3. Research Subjects

Subjects were randomly selected from 539 children who took the standardized test of
analogical reasoning for preschool children aged 4~6 years old. In China, preschoolers aged
3~6 years are educated in kindergartens, which are divided into small classes (3~4 year
olds), middle classes (4~5 year olds), and large classes (5~6 year olds) according to the
age of the children. This study was conducted in the fall semester, when the children in
small class had been in kindergarten for less than six months, and they mainly solved
the problem of adjustment to kindergarten. After communication with the small class
teachers and observation, the children in the small classes had difficulty in completing
the analogical reasoning game alone, so the study was conducted with preschool children
over 4 years old, i.e., 4~6-year-old preschool children as the research subjects. As shown
in Table 1, in total, 74 children, 40 boys and 34 girls, from two classes in the kindergarten
participating in the research project, were selected as participants in the study, with no
significant differences between the monthly ages of boys and girls (p > 0.05). According to
the results of the previous large sample study, the children were divided into four levels
of analogical reasoning, level 1 being unable to complete the analogical reasoning task;
level 2 being able to complete only tasks similar to the practice task, i.e., they could only
understand the rules and would not transfer them; level 3 being able to complete tasks
with two latitudinal transformations (e.g., size, color, orientation, and species of animals);
and level 4 being able to complete tasks with three or more latitudinal transformations. In
total, 74 children completed the analogical reasoning standardized test and the analogical
reasoning game, with a 3- to 5-day interval between the two tasks.

Table 1. Participant characteristics.

Number Month Age (SD)

Boys 40 64.15 (7.13)
Girls 34 66.44 (6.14)
Total 74 65.2 (6.75)

3.4. Data Acquisition and Preparation

Data acquisition is an important part of game-based analogical reasoning learning and
evaluation. This study identifies specific types of data based on the purpose of the evalua-
tion and the possibility of technical implementation, and the key to the evaluation is the
method of data processing and analysis, especially when process and outcome data coexist.
Information technology-based learning and evaluation are increasingly available, and the
amount and diversity of available data from learners, teachers, educational environments
and learning environments is enormous. The decision tree is a basic classification and
regression method that is widely used. The study uses a decision tree model to classify the
performance of children’s analogical reasoning games, and the application of the decision
tree model begins with the acquisition and preparation of data.

The data acquisition was based on the analogical reasoning toys designed with the
help of IoT technology, and the data preparation was performed based on the raw data and
preliminary statistics. In the game-based analogical reasoning learning analysis, the data
of preschool children’s analogical reasoning games included outcome data and process
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data. The outcome data were mainly children’s game scores or game scores, and analogical
reasoning levels derived from standardized tests of analogical reasoning, while the process
data included game duration, total number of tests, total number of adjustments, average
game duration, average number of tests, and average number of adjustments.

Based on the results of the standardized test of analogical reasoning in the preschool
period, preschoolers were classified into four levels of analogical reasoning as Y values in
the decision tree. Then, we determined how best to classify children’s analogical reasoning
levels based on the behavioral data in children’s analogical reasoning games. The decision
tree model in data mining can automatically select the division attributes and their values
for each division rule according to the characteristics of the data. The principle of the
decision tree algorithm is to use the data set to calculate the impurity index (entropy) of
each data feature attribute, select the feature attribute with the largest value of the impurity
index as the division attribute, divide the data set according to the size of the division
attribute value, and divide those greater than that value into one class and those less than
that value into another class, and gradually advance until the division cannot further
improve the classification accuracy, so the best decision tree model is obtained [47].

4. Results

The decision tree model in data mining was used to construct a classification model
of children’s analogical reasoning learning, and to test the possibility and validity of
evaluating preschool children’s analogical reasoning ability through analogical reasoning
game behavior data. According to the decision tree model, the data mining and data
analysis stages mainly include feature attribute screening, model construction, model
testing, and model analysis and interpretation.

4.1. Screening of Predictor Variables

Feature attribute screening aims to identify key indicators for evaluating preschoolers’
analogical reasoning ability. The selection of feature attributes that correlate well with the
classification levels derived from standardized tests of analogical reasoning in preschoolers
from the process and outcome data of children’s analogical reasoning games and demo-
graphic variables is the attribute selection process and is important for model construction.
Gender, grade level, total game score, game score rate, total game duration, total number
of tests, total number of adjustments, average game duration, average number of tests, and
average number of adjustments have been identified as the feature attributes available for
selection during the data preparation phase. In general, feature attributes can be filtered by
correlation analysis, manual discriminations, and model building exploration. The results
of the correlation analysis between the classification results of the standardized measure
of analogical reasoning (as Y-values in the data mining decision tree analysis) and the
available feature attributes are shown in Table 2. Except for the average duration, which
did not reach significant correlation with Y-values, Y-values were significantly correlated
with all the feature attributes, and were moderately strongly correlated or weakly correlated
according to the degree of correlation.

Among the characteristic attributes, game score, game duration, number of tests and
number of adjustments are available in both total and average ways. Since in analogical
reasoning games, children complete different numbers of tasks and have different total
game durations, using game score rate, average game duration and average number of tests
and average number of adjustments can better reflect individual children’s performance.
Therefore, game score rate, average game duration, average number of tests and average
number of adjustments, gender and month age were selected as the initial attribute features.
In addition, exploration through decision tree model building also revealed that the average
behavioral data used for model building were more accurate than the performance of total
behavioral data such as total hours. The gender and grade level of the subject children were
significantly correlated with the Y value, but the inclusion of gender and grade level in the
attribute features was found, from the model construction exploration, to not increase the
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classification accuracy of the model, and the study aimed to judge the level of analogical
reasoning of the subject children based on their specific performance in the analogical
reasoning game without prior inclusion of age and gender factors, so the final attribute
features used for the decision tree model analysis included game score rate, average game
duration, average number of detections, and average number of adjustments, for a total of
four attribute features.

Table 2. Correlation between Y-values and feature attributes.

Y-Values
(Level of Analogical Reasoning)

Feature attributes

Games scoring rate 0.423 **
Total game time −0.268 *

Total number of adjustments −0.395 **
Total number of tests −0.398 **
Average Game time −0.185

Average number of adjustments −0.377 **
Average number of tests −0.423 **

Gender 0.323 **
Grade 0.262 *

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.

4.2. Classification Prediction Model Construction
4.2.1. Model Construction Process

The study selected “game score rate”, “average game duration”, “average number
of tests”, and “average number of adjustments”. The four attributes were selected as
independent variables, and the level of the analogous reasoning standard test was used
as the Y value, which is the predicted target attribute. The study conducted input and
analysis in Python language through the Spyder compiler in Anaconda software. The
decision tree classifier in sklearn, “DecisionTreeClassifier”, was invoked in the Spyder
editor to build a decision tree prediction model for analogical reasoning level classification
of preschool children. The model construction includes four stages: toolkit selection, data
writing, model construction and model visualization. The specific steps are as follows.

(1) Toolkit selection. In the machine learning library sklearn, we identify the toolkits
needed for model building, including the decision tree classifier “DecisionTreeClas-
sifier”, “train_test_split” for dividing the proportion of training set and test set,
“cross_val_score” for cross-validation and “metrics” for model evaluation.

(2) Data writing, reading and extraction process. Using Python language, we entered the
code in the editor to write, read and extract the data.

(3) Model construction. The decision tree classifier uses the information quotient “entropy”
or “gini” as the discriminant of the tree branches. The maximum depth of the tree is
usually set by combining the number of feature attributes and the sample size. The
maximum depth refers to the root node generating children from top to bottom, until
the tree grows down to the maximum depth, then the tree stops growing and no more
branches. The study set the maximum depth to 5 and 4. After comparison, we found
that the model data fit better and the classification accuracy was higher when the
maximum depth was set to 4. In addition, the sample size of the study was small, and
the maximum depth was set to 4 to prevent over-fitting and too many nodes of the
decision tree.

(4) Model visualization. Model visualization was used to present the constructed decision
tree model by means of a tree. Visualization was mainly conducted with the help of
graphviz package, and the visualized feature attributes were the above finalized game
score rate, average game duration, average number of detections and average number
of adjustments. The categories of the feature attributes predicting the final node rating
were divided into four categories with the same level of Y-values. The final constructed
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decision tree classification model of preschoolers’ cognitive attribute mastery levels for
analogical reasoning is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Classification model of analogical reasoning in preschool children.

As shown in Figure 3, the decision tree model is an inverted tree diagram, with the
root at the top and the leaves at the bottom, and the leaves are labeled with the classification
results. The classification rules of the decision tree model are described by the statement
“if...... then......”, and according to Figure 3, there are 11 specific classification rules.

4.2.2. Classification and Prediction Model Testing

The training set samples were used for model construction, and the test set samples
were used for model testing. The model testing was conducted to classify the test set
samples based on the decision tree model derived from the training set, so as to test the
classification accuracy of the model and to derive the relative importance coefficients of
the feature attributes. The relative importance coefficients of the four attributes of game
score rate, average duration, average number of tests and average number of adjustments
were 0.218, 0.321, 0.229 and 0.233, respectively. Model testing can classify preschool
children’s analogical reasoning level more accurately according to the behavioral data in
children’s games.

4.2.3. Classification and Prediction Model Analysis

Based on the decision tree classification model, the study constructed a classification
model with four attribute features X on the target attribute Y, which included 11 judgment
rules. Specifically, the features of game score rate, average game duration, average number
of detections, and average number of adjustments in preschool children’s analogical rea-
soning games were able to judge children’s level of analogical reasoning. The model takes
into account the outcome and process performance of children’s games. The distribution of
analogical reasoning ability includes level 1, level 2 and level 4 in the case of a game score
less than or equal to 0.658, and level 1, level 3 and level 4 in the case of a game score greater
than 0.658. This also indicates that game score is an important basis for judgment, but not
the only basis. It is not possible to judge children’s analogical reasoning level only based
on the level of the score rate, but also to consider children’s play process data above and
below the cutoff point of 0.658.

For the judgment rule of analogical reasoning level 1, children’s game score rate
was less than 0.658, the average duration is less than one and a half minutes, and the
average number of detections was more than two, regardless of the average number of
adjustments; if the average duration was less than one and a half minutes, the average
number of detections was not more than two, but the average number of adjustments was
less than one, children also belonged to level 1. This shows that if the game score was
not higher than the cutoff point, children’s average game length was short, and when the
number of tests was high or the average length was short, and the number of tests and
adjustments were low, children’s analogical reasoning level tended to belong to level 1;
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that is, children’s time for thinking was short in the process of analogical reasoning task
construction and completion, the construction of the task was more random, the task was
tested many times, and the judgment button was pressed frequently in a short period
of time, and there was also a lack of reflection and time for learning. Children with few
average detections and adjustments, on the other hand, may have been unable to adjust
the task based on the feedback information because they did not know how to adjust after
receiving the wrong feedback. Children were also classified as Level 1 if their game score
rate was above the cutoff, their average game length was less than 1 min, and their average
number of adjustments was less than one. These children had a shorter average time for
task construction and made few adjustments, indicating that these children may have
constructed fewer types of tasks and less difficult tasks, and although they were above the
game score rate cutoff, they constructed mainly low-level tasks.

The rule sets for Level 2 and Level 3 were simpler, and the distribution of Level 2 and
Level 3 children was also less represented in the large sample data. Without being above
the game score rate cutoff, if the average length of children’s games was more than one
and a half minutes and the average number of tests was more than four, then children
belonged to level 2. Compared with level 1 children, level 2 children spend more time in
analogical reasoning task construction and testing and will test the results multiple times
when neither game score rate is above the cutoff, indicating that level 2 children spend
more time in thinking and processing time is higher. For the Level 3 rule set, children
scored higher than the cutoff point and spent more than one minute on average playing
and adjusting more than one time. Level 3 children spent more time on average playing
and adjusted more than Level 1 children with higher scores, which indicates that Level 3
children process more deeply than Level 1 children during task construction and response.

In the rule set of level 4, a child belonged to level 4 if their game score was not higher
than the cutoff point, the average game duration was not more than one and a half minutes,
but the number of tests was less than two and the number of adjustments was more than
0.196, or the average duration was more than one and a half minutes, but the number of
tests was not more than four. In the determination of the child’s level, the conditional
rules were the process of comparing the judgment level by level; for example, the second
judgment rule of level 4 differs from that of level 2 only in the average number of tests.
Under the same game score rate and average time limit, children with more than four tests
were level 2, and children with no more than four tests on average were level 4, which also
indicates that children with higher levels judge more carefully before testing and press the
testing button after checking.

Through the specific analysis of the judgment rules and the specific performance of
children’s play process, it is possible to understand the characteristics of children’s analogi-
cal reasoning at different levels, and also to know the differences between children of the
same level in terms of game outcome data and process data. The determination of children’s
analogical reasoning level integrates four attribute features: game score rate, average game
duration, average number of tests and number of adjustments, which provides important
information for understanding children’s analogical reasoning learning process.

The performance and strategies of young children at analogical reasoning games and
task-solving games. Analogical reasoning game participants constructed an average of
13 analogical reasoning tasks, with a wide range of difficulties and types of analogical
reasoning tasks constructed, with significant individual differences. The score rate of
children’s initial created tasks in the game was 52.51 percent, and the score rate of their
final responses grew dramatically after changing according to the correct and erroneous
feedback to reach 78.9 percent (p < 0.001). It suggests that effective learning happens during
young children’s play.

In addition, while resolving issues requiring analogical reasoning, children demon-
strated a variety of solution strategies and approaches. Some children designed and
completed each job quite rapidly, as did testing and correction, and there was an element
of unpredictability in the initial task construction. Nevertheless, some youngsters play the
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task construction and solution process rather slowly, with some forethought, and engage
in detection and adjustment behaviors only when they are more internally clear. For the
feedback results, when children received feedback about the error of the game task, some
children continued picking up the blocks and searching by trial and error, while others re-
observed the first two animal figures, considered the relationship between animal friends,
and then searched for a specific animal figure. In general, children with lower levels of
analogical reasoning can construct a single type of analogical reasoning task or a more
random game task, and the tasks they can complete are simpler and less likely to transfer
to more complex tasks; however, children with higher levels of analogical reasoning have
more accurate judgments of whether they can complete tasks, and the game tasks they
construct are frequently completed correctly. They are also eager to take the initiative
to tackle more difficult analogy jobs. Overall, the data on children’s play processes and
outcomes can be used to categorize children’s levels of analogical reasoning, as well as to
identify the strategies and styles that children exhibit when solving analogical reasoning
tasks during play, which provides teachers with crucial information for guiding children’s
analogical reasoning learning.

5. Discussion
5.1. Game Design in Game-Based Learning and Assessment with IoT Technology

Game-based analogical reasoning assessment with the help of IoT technology provides
a new assessment model for preschool children’s learning and development assessment,
and an important reference for game-based assessment design. The application and in-
tegration of IoT technology as an emerging technology and game-based assessment as a
new method provide new perspectives and approaches to child development and educa-
tional assessment, and provide new windows to our perception of children, teachers and
educational approaches and methods. The integration and practical exploration of new
technologies and methods support the redefinition and rethinking of children’s learning
and assessment.

Play is an important way for children to learn, and play environments allow children
to direct their own learning, at a pace consistent with their individual level of devel-
opment [48]. The benefits of play have been validated in terms of personal and social
development and individual learning [49,50]. Thus, the design of the game is crucial, and
the selection of game materials and the development of game rules are subject to constant
discussion and testing. The analogical reasoning game in the study was adapted from a
classical analogical reasoning task, with interesting game materials and age-appropriate
game rules. An important prerequisite for the reliability and validity of game-based assess-
ment is good game design. Research has demonstrated that learning is optimized when
game-design techniques are closely integrated with learning objectives and teacher–student
interaction [51].

Feedback in educational contexts has been considered a key factor in improving
knowledge and acquiring skills [52]. The main value of formative assessment is that it can
provide immediate feedback based on the results of the learner’s assessment [53]. Learning
is defined as a lifelong process of acquiring, interpreting, and evaluating information and
experiences, and then transforming the information/experience into knowledge, skills,
values, and dispositions. Good games can support deep and meaningful learning. Contex-
tual learning theory suggests that knowledge acquired by mindful learning is considered
meaningful and useful [54]. Learning is best achieved when it is active, goal-oriented,
contextualized, and fun [55]. Therefore, teaching and learning environments should be
interactive, provide continuous feedback, be able to engage and maintain children’s atten-
tion, and have appropriate and adaptive levels of challenge, which are also characteristics
of good games. Thus, game-based formative assessment with the help of IoT technology
provides the basis for children’s active learning. In preschool education, learning and
play materials are essential for child development. Early childhood educators frequently
select and create manipulative items based on the interests and educational objectives of
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their students. Current kindergarten theme and area activity materials frequently lack
an element of feedback. The educational process does include a great deal of chance and
uncertainty, and there are numerous instances in which children’s play and learning require
explicit and rapid feedback to develop or improve.

The integration of IoT technology into toy materials can provide children with more
natural and objective evaluation than external feedback provided by teachers or peers. On
the one hand, the feedback provided by the toys themselves means that the play materials
can naturally present results and suggest completion after children have completed the
manipulation, excluding external intervention or interference, preserving an independent,
complete and continuous exploration process for children, and also maintaining the in-
tegrity of children’s play to the greatest extent possible. On the other hand, the evaluation
and feedback provided by IoT technology are relatively objective and open, giving children
sufficient space for reflection. Specifically, the play materials only provide hints about the
results of manipulation, but do not directly provide solutions. Children can think inde-
pendently and decide how to respond to the feedback, how to improve the strategy and
solve the problem, and children’s subjectivity can be manifested. Therefore, the immediate
evaluation of IoT technology in games can encourage children’s independent inquiry and
enhance the learning effect.

5.2. Validity and Accuracy of Game-Based Learning and Assessment Based on Learning Analytics
Using IoT Technology

The study used learning analytics in the context of IoT technology to construct a
classification model of preschool children’s analogical reasoning levels based on analogical
reasoning game outcome data and processual data. In the context of IoT technology, game-
based assessment is formative in nature, and unlike traditional standardized tests, each
child can construct their own game tasks and show different game processes and outcomes,
and learning analytics-based technology can effectively use the data and outcomes in
games to evaluate and support children individually. The findings of this study are
consistent with the findings of Shanshan Li’s study [47], which empirically demonstrates the
effectiveness of IoT technology applied to preschool children’s learning and development
evaluation, and further validates the importance of both play process data and outcome
data as evaluation indicators. Previous predictions of learning outcomes have mostly taken
regression analysis, with less research on prediction using machine learning models and
less exploration of behavioral indicators for predicting learning outcomes [56], and in the
context of educational informatization, the study explores the possibility and feasibility of
emerging information technology and learning analytics methods in preschool children’s
learning evaluation using IoT technology.

The study illustrates that IT-supported game-based assessment is also a process of
children’s learning. Information-technology-mediated game-based assessment has the
potential of formative assessment, and with the help of information technology, the real-
time collection of children’s play data can be realized, both data on the results of play
and data on the process of play, including a series of process data on children’s play
time, number of attempts, and play strategies. With the Internet and IoT technologies,
there is a wealth of data information for evaluating and supporting student learning,
which can provide effective information for personalized evaluation and targeted learning
support. Game-based assessment can simultaneously measure and support learning.
Children’s learning can be continuously monitored without the learning process being
interrupted [57]. Children’s interactions with play can be recorded as interrelated data
points, each providing concrete evidence of learning [58]. Game-based evaluation can
provide continuous evaluation based on a continuous stream of data rather than discrete
data characterized by standardized tests. As the evaluation goes deeper into the game,
children do not notice that they are being evaluated [59], providing better ecological validity.

Due to low teacher-to-student ratios and huge class sizes, it is difficult for teachers in
China to provide constant attention to each student. In addition, teachers have diverse areas
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of competence, and the use of observation methods and instruments is not yet standardized
in kindergartens, making it difficult to make reliable judgements about the progress of
children in each area of development. Early childhood educators have a wide variety
of responsibilities and operate under pressure, and they require additional professional
assistance. Game design within the framework of IoT technology can give professional
support for early childhood educators by giving them with high-quality play materials
and data on children’s learning and developmental evaluation, helping them to better
understand children. A game-based assessment focuses on the direct activities of children.
In game-based assessment, the process of evaluation is also the process of learning for
children, and children engage with the materials, allowing teachers to observe children’s
daily behavioral performance and automating the recording of data on children’s play
performance. The results of the game-based assessment provide a detailed description of
the child’s strengths and weaknesses in specific domains and enable better support for the
child by synthesizing the interrelationships between the child’s learning and development
in each domain and exploring the factors that influence the child’s learning. The approach
and design ideas employed in this work may be useful and provide a novel way of thinking
about assessing the analogical reasoning skills of young infants, a topic that merits further
refining and in-depth study.

5.3. Game-Based Learning Analytics Makes Optimal Use of Multidimensional Information about
Learners (Learning Process and Learning Outcome Data)

The integration of emerging information technology and education is redefining
learning and teaching and changing the traditional way of teaching and learning. The game-
based analogical reasoning learning and assessment in this study is child-led, and children
construct their own game tasks, fully reflecting the autonomy of children, who can construct
different number and difficulty of game tasks and can set the goals of the game. The use of
technology allows us to obtain specific process data about children’s play, to understand the
correctness of the game tasks, the length of the game, the adjustments and the tests. Game-
based learning and assessment, especially with the help of information technology, offers
more possibilities for comprehensive and effective evaluation and support of children’s
learning and development. Advocates of game-based learning believe that we should
equip students to be innovative, creative, and adaptive to meet the needs of the twenty-first
century and to meet their learning needs for complex and integrated domain content [60,61].
Games are different from any other medium in that they are situational and explorable and
have a stronger appeal.

Previous game-based assessments of children’s learning and development have fo-
cused on children’s physical motor skills, cognitive abilities such as mathematics and
language, and emotional and social development [62–64], but little attention has been paid
to cognitive processing mechanisms or cognitive processes in children’s play processes [65].
Although games can evaluate and support children’s learning of relevant domain content,
games are actually better suited to support more complex and integrated competencies.
Thus, game assessment with the help of information technology can evaluate more complex
abilities that can be used to assess children’s communication and cooperation, problem
solving, reasoning, and creativity, and it can understand children’s specific behavioral
performance and obtain detailed data about the learning process. Evaluating learners
while playing provides insight into individual potential learning processes and allows
understanding the impact of children’s motivational, affective, and metacognitive char-
acteristics on the learning process and learning outcomes. Therefore, with the support of
emerging information technologies, game-based learning and development evaluation can
evaluate a wider range of content and obtain more detailed and comprehensive data on
individual children’s performance in multiple domains and dimensions, such as cognition,
attitude, emotion and sociality, and complex problem solving, providing real and valuable
information for children’s development and teachers’ instructional design. Game design
in the context of IoT technology can provide professional support for early childhood
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teachers by providing them with high-quality play materials, and can also provide teachers
with data on children’s learning and developmental assessment, allowing them to better
understand children. Game-based assessment focuses on children’s direct activities. In
game-based assessment, the process of evaluation is also a process of learning for children,
and children interact with the materials, increasing the possibility for teachers to observe
children’s daily behavioral performance and helping teachers to automate the recording
of data on children’s play performance. This imposes new information literacy and data
analysis literacy requirements on teachers [66].

6. Conclusions

The study analyzes the feasibility and accuracy of utilizing learning analytics in the
context of IoT technology to investigate game-based learning and the evaluation of young
children’s analogical reasoning. Using information technology, the study automatically
records and sends process and outcome data pertaining to young children’s game-based
learning. Using children’s play process data and outcome data, a classification model
of children’s analogical reasoning ability was constructed using a decision tree model in
learning analytics, and the classification was reasonably accurate. The study provides a
valuable resource for the application of developing information technologies and novel
methodologies in early childhood education and evaluation. On the one hand, we con-
sider the concept and value orientation of growing information technology applications
in education, and on the other, we investigate successful game design and technology
implementation solutions and game-based assessment application models.

7. Limitations

This exploratory empirical study examines the application of developing information
technology and innovative data analysis methodologies in the field of preschool education.
This study has some limitations. The study currently has a relatively small sample size,
which will be expanded at a later stage. Meanwhile, there is further improvement in the
accuracy of the model constructed by the study.

8. Future Directions

Future research should entail close collaboration between game designers, researchers,
psychometricians, subject matter experts, and other stakeholders in order to integrate
teaching, learning, and assessment [67]. This assessment model is in its infancy, and
its design, technological implementation, and application require the involvement of
numerous parties. It is essential to consider how to preserve personal information and
control research ethics in future study and practice [68]. Future research will be conducted
in related fields to increase the sample size of the study and to consider the possibility of
integrating the use of other information technologies, such as the collection of children’s
physiological data and the collection of data such as facial expressions and emotions [69],
in order to achieve the analysis of multimodal data [70].

The study will also explore teachers’ interpretation and the use of data on children’s
play processes and outcomes, and explore individualized features of children’s play pro-
cesses, such as problem-solving strategies for analogical reasoning games, in order to better
practice sustainable education. The advent of new information technology, evaluation
techniques, and paradigms does not directly result in positive educational outcomes. New
technology and methods offer chances to build new learning environments and assessment
paradigms, but it is essential to think and behave sensibly and cautiously throughout the
practical exploration and research process. Information technology is an objective envi-
ronmental factor in the ecosystem of human development, and we need to reflect on how
to use technology rationally, consider what kind of information technology can influence
children’s learning, what are the mechanisms of influence, and what are the temporal and
spatial conditions of influence, and we need to clarify the multiple theoretical foundations
behind the application of information technology media to educational practice and the
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basic principles and specific rules of its application [71], and there is still a need for deeper
rational thinking in this area, as well as for bottom-up rational reflection combined with
in-depth practice.
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